I. INTRODUCTION
With the fast development of wireless technology, the increasing kinds of Mobile terminal and much utilizing of different kinds of High-performance mobile devices such as mobile phones, Pocket PC, portable computers and so on, more and more users are not content of the only specific way for internet who hope to connect the internet at anytime, anywhere, in anyway and with the fixed account (IP address) and get information in time while proceeding, sharing the same services as the stable users. As the result, the development of the mobile Internet arised.
In order to meet the needs of the people on the mobile Internet; we need to study the Mobile IP technology. Mobile IP is a network layers solution to supply Mobile functionality among the global internet. It has the scalability, reliability and security and it can make the note still maintain ongoing communication link when you switch the link. What is worth paying attention is that Mobile IP provides a mechanism for IP routing which can make the note connect to any link with a permeate IP. Mobile IP Technology has become the study focus of the major. It supports a very powerful performance, having unlimited potential and special value to develop.
Currently, the Mobile IP mainly refers to the Mobile IPv4 and Mobile IPv6, the design of Mobile IPv6 has uptaken the experience of Mobile IPv4 and used many new features of IPv6, so it provided more and better features than Mobile IPv4. It can fully meet the address needs of the large number of mobile terminals. At the same time, IPv6's function, Pluging and Playing can make greatly facilitates access to various mobile terminals, and can protect the security of wireless data in transit by IPsec Authentication Header and Encapsulating Security Payload. Mobile IPv6 can will open up a whole new field of Internet which combined with mobile communications. Meanwhile, the next generation of mobile Internet Mobile IPv6 will become the most promising areas of application.
Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) protocol provides a mobility management mechanism, and hides the effects on the upper layer (transport layer and application layer) protocol aroused by moving, so you do not need to support mobile communications while the upper layer protocol changed. When the mobile terminal switches from one IP subnet to another IP subnet, seen from the upper layer protocol, the mobile terminal always links the same IP subnet, just like a fixed terminal, so that the upper layer protocol can be established to maintain session continuity.
But with the rapid development of multimedia technology, the demands of video, audio and other information are also increasing. But higher requirements are needed by Qos mobile user's frequent handoff, and limited bandwidth and other factors. So, Mobile IPv6 switching schemes are eager to study further.
In November 1996, IETF announced a draft agreement on Mobile IPv6. After 24 versions of the improvement, it was submitted as the standard Mobile IPv6 protocol, which still has more problems to be solved, such as security, AAA, handoff delay, multicast and so on. In order to achieve seamless roaming, switching performance, the basic Mobile IPv6 protocol switch method had to be improved.
Currently, Mobile IPv6 switching research is very active. IETF has also set up the MIPSHOP working team, who is responsible for solving the standard Mobile IPv6 protocol switching delays and developing appropriate standards. Fast handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) scheme and Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 management (HMIPv6) scheme have been made with some improved, combined and other switching schemes. The main Mobile IPv6 switching is summarized and other schemes is analyzed and compared.
II. THE PRINCIPLE OF MOBILE IPV6
IPv6 protocol allows mobile users to access IP subnet in changing circumstances to maintain communications with the communication on the side.The host accepting IPv6 protocol, does not configure a fixed address, the address type is automatically configured through DHCP assigned,this will allow us to enjoy happiness which is brought to us by Internet anytime and anywhere.
In the Mobile IPv6 protocol architecture contains three key elements: a mobile node (MN), Communication on the side (CN), Home Agent (HA). Mobile IPv6, the working mechanism of the following main processes: (1) When the MN is connected to its home link, it will follow the traditional route of communication. (2)The MN through the neighbor discovery mechanism to detect whether itself have roaming on a foreign link. (3)If the MN has found itself to move to the field on the link,on the basis of the router's declaration information,it wil receive care-of address on the foreign link through the address auto-configuration process. (4)The MN to its care-of address through the "binding update"information logs on to the home agent, and while it can also keep the previous care-of address, and login on the home agent care-of address known as the "primary care-of address". (5)In the premise of ensuring safety, this MN inform its communications on the client its care-of address(including its previous default router where the link).(6)If the mobile node side do not know its care-of address,it will sent the information packet to tits home network accorde to its home address,and then its home agent will intercept these packets,and then use mechanism to forward these packets to the mobile node. (7)If the communication to the client know that the mobile node care-of address, it will use IPv6 routing header to send packets directly to the mobile node. (8)When the MN receives the packet and found it to be forwarded by the HA, it will inform its care-of address to the source node of this packet,so the source node can thereafter be under the care of address packets sent directly to the MN, home agent no longer need to forward. (9)When the MN on the link where the previous default router receives a packet which is send to the MN, it will forward the packet through the tunnel to the MN, according to the binding information which is known by it. At this point the role of the default router is similar to the MN's Home Agent. (10)In the opposite direction, when the MN to communicate with other nodes, the message packet will use a special mechanism to be routed directly to the destination. But if there is a strong security requirements,the MN can use the tinnel to sent the information to the HA, then forwarded by the HA, the tunnel's source address for the MN's care-of address.
In the basic Mobile IPv6 protocol, when switching between different subnets, MN needs to go through mobile testing, the new address configuration, duplicate address detection, binding the registration process, resulting in a lot of switching delay. The handover operation is showed as Figure 1 .
In short, the mobile node's address obtained in the hometown network is called the hometown address, obtained in the outside areas network called the transmission address, the MN in the hometown network correspondence through the hometown address. When the MN roams to other networks or switches during the different network, after it examines already being in the new network, it configures the current network of transmission-address, through duplicate address detection to validate the uniqueness of the addresses, it sends a bind update to Home Agent (HA). After receiving updated information, the HA returns a confirmation information, in the future, the HA can easily establish a connection with the MN directly.
In the basic Mobile IPv6 protocol, problems of big switching delay, high data loss rate and heavy signal load etc are appeared in the switching process. In view of this, many improvement schemes are made from all angles of the research. Today, the most typical schemes are as the following categories: fast handover scheme, hierarchical management scheme, fast handover for hierarchical scheme, the mechanism based on MPLS and flow label.
The above plans make the improvement separately from the different angles, and also have their own advantages and disadvantages, so we evaluate whether a program is good or bad, from a comprehensive consideration contains the switching delay, packet loss, signal load and design complexity. Under different demand, we should choose programs based on specific circumstances and as far as possible meet our needs.
III. FAST HANDOVER SCHEME
The main idea of Fast handover scheme improves the switch performance by introducing link layer mobility prediction or link layer trigger mechanisms, through altering the basic Mobile IPv6 protocol in motion detection, new care-of address configuration, and duplicate address detection process. The benefit of such programs is that it effectively reduces handoff latency and data loss rate, while increasing a new signal load.
At present, representative scheme in fleetness eager exchange is Mobile IPv6 fleetness eager exchange for scheme (FMIPv6) [2] . To further enhance the cutting performance, Enhanced Forwarding from the previous care-of address (EFWD) program [10] , and Router-based switching program [4] has been proposed, the former design is which through introducing link layer trigger mechanism and establishing the tunnel between the old and new networks to reduce switching delay and data loss. The latter is designed to access the router instead of the use of the MN to do motion detection, care-of address configuration and duplicate address detection work. FMIPV6 is mainly disscussed, EFWD and Routerbased switching program are presented simply at the follows.
FMIPv6 basic operation as shown in Figure 2 :(1) When the MN as the second level trigger being aware of the need to enter a new subnet, the router will send a request broker news RtSolPr to the old router. (2)The old router receives and later returns a cut initiate news HI to the new access router. (3)The new access router receives a message, and then it sends a confirmation message HACK. (4)As an agent on a router solicitation message response, old access router will send a Proxy Router Advertisement (PrRtAdv) message to MN and MN will get the care-of address. (5)MN receives PrRtAdv message sent by the old router and gives a fast binding acknowledgment message F-BACK to MN and to the network in which the old router is located and also to the new access router network through the tunnel. (6)When the MN get to a new subnet and has worked with a new subnet established after the second layer connection, MN issued a fast neighbor advertisement messages F-NA, then new access router can forward data to MN.
Through analysis of the switching process, we can find: In aspect of switching delay, FMIPv6 protocol eliminates the basic mobile IPv6 handover procedure in the mobile monitoring, the new care-of address configuration and duplicate address detection delay, FMIPv6's handover delay much smaller than the basic mobile IPv6 handover latency.
In terms of data loss, the mobile node to switch to the new network, the completion of binding up to the home agent before using the original network and bi-directional tunnel between the new network to send and receive data, eliminating the basic mobile IPv6 protocol binding caused by the registration process loss of data.
In the signaling load, Compared with the basic Mobile IPv6 protocol, FMIPv6 increases signaling interaction load.
In the implementation complexity, FMIPv6 introduces a link-layer mobility prediction mechanism, Compared with the basic Mobile IPv6, FMIPv6 increases protocol design and implementation complexity.
In a word, FMIPv6's handover delay is smaller than the basic Mobile IPv6, data loss is low, but it increase the load of signaling interaction and also the complexity of protocol design and implementation.
This plan of designing program is to introduce trigger mechanism, to reduce the delay that is between old net and new net and prevent losing data. The basic operation of EFWD is telling the old access router the current location and requiring to build a new links to old router and new ,when the mobile node moved in new net and passed checking.Node can hold the communication by two-way links until finish login and bound.
In aspect of switching delay, EFWD use mechanism of trigger link to remove the moving checking delay.
In terms of data loss, EFWD remove checking movie and losing data in login.
In the signaling load, EFWD is more than IPV6.
In the implementation complexity, EFWD only need mechanism of trigger link,so it is a Little more complex than IPV6.
All in word, the predict mechanism is not necessary for EFWD, moreover,the implement of EFWD is easier than IPV6. the delay and losing data is better than MIPV6 but worse than FMIPV6.
The design of Router-based switching program is to replace mobile node with access router to do motion detection, care-of address configuration and duplicate address detection work. After the mobile node completed the link layer switching, the access router of its neighbours can find mobile nodes' network-layer handoff by comparing the cache table and link identification information of mobile nodes. Access router will configure a new care-of address for the mobile node immediately and do duplicate address detection, then deliver the effective address to the mobile node. The mobile node can immediately use the address to begin the binding registration process, thereby reduce the switching delay time.
In aspect of switching delay, the access router's replacing the mobile node to do motion detection, care-of address configuration and duplicate address detection can effectively reduce the delay.
In terms of data loss, a slight decrease is in the router than MIPv6, but not as good as FMIPv6 and EFWD.
In the signaling load, the program is similar to MIPv6. In the implementation complexity, the program's harder than MIPv6 because it increases the complexity of the design of access router and the burden on the router.
All in all router-based switching solutions in terms of handover delay and data loss is better than MIPv6, and it increases the complexity of router design and the burden of the router.
IV. HIERARCHICAL MANAGEMENT SCHEME
Hierarchical Management is registered through the introduction of local management mechanism to amend At present, the level switch scheme (HMIPv6) [12] , the main idea of this scheme is to introduce address pool in the access router and Mobile Anchor Point(MAP), the address used in this network is stored in the address pool, eliminating the need for care-of address of the DAD operation. Adaptive Active forecast neighbor unicast handoff scheme for Mobile IPv6, it uses adaptive and active prediction algorithm, and full account of special circumstances such as ping-pang effect, it combines hierarchical mobility management approach, while uses predictive neighbor unicast, in order to reduce the network load, and reach fast smooth handoff. Hierarchical management of MAP discovery protocol [8] , this agreement improves MAP protocol of the HMIPv6, achieves the function that the MN chooses the MAP agency intelligently and selects the MAP discovery protocol on the router to make transparent, which is easy to promote. Switch based on PMIPv6 domain management method [11] , this method updates message by sending messages in PMIPv6 interdomain binding PBU, which makes switching objectives PMIPv6 domain ahead of time that the home network prefix of MN, and avoids the participation of the MN mobility management and re-configured care-of address, which is effective to reduce the handover latency. Switching HMIPv6 of improved DAD policy [3] , this scheme uses link layer to assist network layer switching, and adopts distribution of effective management of care-of address new strategies, in order to avoid the DAD operation during switching process.
HMIPV6 is mainly disscussed and layer management MAP discovery protocol is presented simply.
HMIPv6 handover process is as follows: (1)If moving locally, the MN only needs to register a new care-of address to MAP, MAP as a local home agent at this time, it accepts all the packets which are sent to the home agent , and sends to the MN's current address. (2)When the MN moves to a new MAP management area, MAP discovery operation will be conducted, and gets two care-of addresses through the access router uses stateless way: regional care-of address and link care-of address. It can be seen from the above process: In aspect of switching delay, HMIPv6 over MIPv6 switch within the domain of small, but inter-domain handover latency than MIPv6 increased slightly.
In terms of data loss, HMIPv6 increased slightly more than the basic mobile IPv6.
In the signaling load, HMIPv6 mechanism by introducing a locally incorporated, reducing the distance of the mobile node to home agent and the registered number of communication nodes, effectively reducing the mobile node and the MAP signaling interaction between the extra-territorial network.
In the implementation complexity, HMIPv6 introduces the MAP agency, not only increase the implementation complexity, but also introduce new problems, first of all, all packets sent to the mobile node to be forwarded through the MAP agency, when the MAP agency services much more mobile nodes, it is easy to form network bottlenecks; Secondly, HMIPv6 MAP discovery protocol is not perfect, can not achieve the intelligent choice MAP agents, but also all of the routers can handle MAP option, not easy to promote.
In a word, HMIPv6 in signal load increased significantly and in the switching delay and data loss slightly higher than the MIPv6. In the implementation complexity aspects, HMIPv6 introduced the MAP agency, an increase of implementation complexity and easily form a network bottleneck when there are too many Mobile Nodes and MAP protocol in HMIPv6 is not perfect.
Layer management MAP discovery protocol improves the MAP discovery protocol in HMIPv6 not requiring that all access routers can identify and deal with MAP option, while increasing the scope of its adaptation, and the MN can intelligently select the MAP agency. The MAP discovery protocol maintain topology table of MAP agent found through the exchanged information between the MAP agents: the MN request a pre-configured MAP agent the MAP agent topology table, and then according the MAP proxy topology table, uses Vornoi diagram algorithm to find the nearest MAP agents, then it request to the most recent MAO for the MAP topology tables. The MN can intelligently select the MAP agency, MAP discovery the purpose that protocol is transparent to the router. The MAP discovery protocol's advantages over MAP discovery protocol in HMIPv6 is the mobile node can intelligently choose the MAP agency and make MAP discovery protocol transparent to the router, so the protocol is easy to promote; its disadvantage is that the mutual exchanging information between MAP agents is needed to maintain MAP pology table. The mobile node needs to use the new algorithm to find the nearest MAP agent. it increases the design complexity of MAP agent and mobile node and interaction load of the region signaling. The classification management programs of MAP discovery protocol is the same with HMIPv6 in terms of handover delay and data loss, more complex than MIPv6 in design. In the signaling load, it reduced less MAP signaling interaction with the load of extraterritorial than the MIPv6, and increases more MAP domain signaling exchange load.
V. FAST HANDOVER FOR HIERARCHICAL SCHEME
Program combines the former two types of such switching programs and optimizes them to achieve in the switching delay, data loss and signaling aspects of the performance of the combination of increased load.
At present, more extensive application of such programs, Mobile IPv6 application layer management structure use the fast switching scheme which effectively combines the fast switching scheme and hierarchical management program that FHMIPv6 (Fast Handover Support in Hierarchical Mobile IPv6), and shows good switching performance. To further improve the switching performance, it made for Mobile IPv6 handover latency, high packet loss problem, a hierarchical information exchange based Mobile IPv6 fast switching (IFHMIPv6) mechanism [7] , an information exchange mechanism designed to enable mobile node can predict the areas of access routers within the relationship between the neighbors and the corresponding second and third tier information; combination of layered switching and fast switching, hierarchical mobile IPv6 in Mobile IPv6 adjust the speed of signaling processes, simplifying preparation phase switching operation; by setting the tunnel timer, remain in the original router to establish the tunnel. The results show that: IFHMIPv6 radio access network discovery in reducing delays and the candidate routers based on the discovery delay, further reducing the overall switching latency and pack loss.
The main principle of FHMIPv6 is to apply both FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 in the basic Mobile IPv6 protocol at the same time, but is not a simple combination of the two, which will cause triangular routing problem.
As is shown in Figure 4 , the data packet sent to MN will be transferred to the pre-access router through MAP agent, the pre-access router then transfer the packet to new access router, in the hierarchical network topologies, the data packet will go through the MAP agent again to form a triangle routing, FHMIPv6 chooses MAP agent instead of pre-access router to realize the optimization of data flow, in Figure 5 , the data packet sent to the MN is sent to new access router directly through MAP agent other than pass the pre-access router, thus avoid the triangle routing.
The process of fast level switch is shown in Figure 6 .
(1)Because the trigger in level two indicates that MN will move to a new subnet in the same area, MN will sent a router agent request message to MAP to get the information about the new access router and the new forward address.(2)MAP will return a router agent announcement to MN as soon as it receives the message, then MN will configure a new transfer address and send a update information about the fast binding to MAP.(3)After receives it, MAP begins the switching process between the access routers through a initial message to the new access router.(4)The new access router receives the switching initial message, examines effectiveness of the new forward address, and sends a acknowledge information to MAP, the two-way tunnel between the new access router and the MAP is set up.(5)After receiving the information, MAP sends a acknowledge message of fast binding to MN.(6)As soon as MN knows the connection information, it sends a updated fast binding information to the new access router. The new access router can transfer data to MN then.
From the above switching process, you can draw the following results: In aspect of switching delay, between the FHMIPv6 territory cuts the detention and HMIPv6 is the same, but in the territory cuts retards reduces obviously.
In terms of data loss, FHMIPv6 reduce the MN and the MAP signaling interaction Overseas load.
The FHMIPv6 design was quite complex, has introduced the link level migration forecast mechanism, increased the MAP proxy entity, before simultaneously the MAP proxy must realize in FMIPv6, to turn on the router function, increased the order of complexity which the MAP proxy designed, aggravated the MAP proxy load.
The fact that FHMIPv6 combines the advantages of FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 can be learned above, it works very well in the aspects of reducing the switch delay, data loss, and the signal load, also avoids the triangle routing problem, but increases the complexity of designing a MAP agent and the burden of MAP agent.
With the further progress of the study, FFHMIPV6 and increase in fast switching cache management program are proposed.
FFHMIPv6 is a combined optimization program mainly designed for the mobile node switching between the MAP domains. Mobile node switching in the domain uses the simple combination programs of fast switching and layer management. When the mobile node is switching between domains, MAP agent takes the place of the pre-access router in the fast switching.
In switching latency, FFHMIPv6 is the same as FHMIPv6.
FFHMIPv6's inter-domain signaling load significantly reduced compared with MIPv6, MIPv6 domain signaling load increases a little.
In terms of design complexity, FFHMIPv6 introduces mobility prediction mechanism and the MAP agent entity, so the design is more complex.
In general, FFHMIPv6 reduce the average handover latency , data loss and signaling load outside the region in MIPv6. Compared with FHMIPv6, FFHMIPv6's domain switching reduces the burden of MAP agent, but there is triangle routing problem.
The design of this program is based on the FHMIPv6. Increasing the cache management mechanism to reduce packet loss and improve service quality. the basic operation is that: before the switch of the mobile node, according to service needs a cache request is send to forward access router. The forward access router sent data packets to the mobile node. after mobile node's switch, forward access router transmits the data in the cach to the mobile node through the tunnel, reducing the data loss. The program is same with FMIPv6 in terms of handover delay and signaling load.
FHMIPv6 design is more complex since buffer management mechanism increases the complexity of router design and the load of forward access router.
Overall, the enhanced fast handoff scheme introduced the buffer management mechanism, minimizing the loss of data . Caching service is optional, adds the quality of service of data loss sensitive applications. The disadvantage is the increased complexity of router design the burden of pre-access router.
VI. THE MECHANISM BASED ON MPLS AND FLOW LABEL
This method has two switching strategy: the integration of MPLS and Mobile IP, insert flow label to Mobile IP. The previous one takes advantage of MPLS, it does not need tunnel package, and it improves the performance of switch by using MPLS label to achieve fast switch. The latter one uses the flow label mechanism to realize redirection of data packet and reduce the data loss.
Recently, with more and more ISP and users moving to the MPLS network, many suggestions on the integration of MPLS and Mobile IP are proposed, such as [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , the integration plan does not need the tunnel to transfer the data, instead, it takes advantage of the fact that search the label takes less time than search IP address, to reduce the network burden and improve the switching performance. Micro-mobile plan for MPLS is proposed by people, such as [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] .
At present, many improvements have been made to this plan, a 2 5 mobility scheme for fast handover based on MPLS forwarding mechanism and a virtual interface architecture (W-MPLS) is detailed and discussion as follows [9] . In addition, in order to achieve seamlessly switching, the seamless switching scheme of Mobile IPv6 network relying on MPLS networks is proposed [22] , the scheme accomplishes switching of low delay and grouping loss by limiting reconstructed domain of label switched path (LSP) and dual broadcasting data for host during switching, meanwhile an algorithm that we can fast find the nearest public point, through which group data is delivered, before and after host switched is employed to minimize delay of LSP reconstructing and redundancy of dual broadcasting. For the existing scheme of combining multi protocol label switching (MPLS) and IPv6, there have been some problems like how restoration of label switching path without mistake is established, so Predictive fast switching IPv6 base on MPLS arises [6] , the scheme may minimize switching delay by defining forecast information table and algorithm of predictive MPLS transmitting and switching, furthermore by improving LSP topology construction and adopting dual broadcasting mechanism, data packets loss rate reduce effectively and ability of error recovery improves.
W-MPLS structure shows in Figure 7 , RG(Root Gate) / FA is the root gateway of MPLS domain (i.e. FA); LER(Label Edge Router) is the labeling boundary router, connecting MN as first hop access router and responsible for label insertion between the data packet link road layer and network layer; LSR(Label Switch Router) is the label switching router, forwarding data depending on MPLS labels, most routers in network support MPLS protocol, LSP (label Switched Path) among FA, MN, CN and HA all transmit messages by looking for tag, instead of IP, using MPLS routers and switches that are both established ahead according to label distributing protocol, by this means higher speed can be obtained than that in which every router searches IP address in router transmitting table. The basic design concept of MPLS is that, when MN accesses router in turn, as shown in the graph, when A-LEAR1 is switched to A-LEAR2, binding registration messages are sent to new A-LER2 from MN, and then A-LER2 finally transmits the messages to FA by established LSP ahead, FA updates binding information from MN. A-LER2 at the same time notifies the front access router A-LER1 new care-of address of the MN, thereby A-LER1 transmits the data packets sent to MN packets to the new care-of address. In order to reduce the load on the RG and switching latency, optimization solution has been raised in this article that enhanced mobile LSR (i.e. ME-LSR) is introduced between MN and RG. When MN switches from the pre-network to the new network, from A-LER1 to A-LER2 as shown in the graph, ME-LSR1 receives the registration messages from MN, updates them to MN binding information table, establishes LSP about MN with new access router A-LER2 and then deserts the registration messages, not to forward them to FA/RG. ME-LSR1 intercepts the data packets and the new care-of address sent to MN.
W-MPLS method makes use of MPLS label to forward data, instead of finding IP addresses, and it no longer needs to forward data by tunnel like Mobile IP, thereby speeds up the rate and effectively reduces forwarding delay. In the signal load aspects, MN does not need to deliver binding update request frequently to the distant FA and HA, which dramatically reduces signal load compared with MIPv6. Simultaneously due that the header of MPLS is smaller than that of IP and that W-MPLS does not require tunnels to forward data, thereby such characters reduce load of router and network; in the implementation complexity aspects, the scheme requests router to support MPLS, which increases entities of ME-LSR, thereby more complex than MIPv6 in designing.
VII. COMPARISION
Through above analysis of various schemes, it comes to conclusion clearly about the advantages and disadvantages of various options, the following comparisons are carried out according to the criteria of Mobile IPv6 from switching delay, data packets loss, signal load and design complexity.
Depending on actual demand and actual network characteristics, we can select the appropriate switching scheme to meet the needs of users as possible. Because of various problems on basic Mobile IPv6, it is not able to meet the needs of mobile users either, and then various modified handover methods are proposed.
As network technology evolves, the following areas will become the next hot research topics:
(1)Wireless access fast Switching based MPLS, switching strategy based on flow label [25] , switching strategy base on multicast [23] (2)Fast seamless switching, utilizing MN to cache TCP ACK to improve switching performance [24] (3)Pursuing switching technology of low latency, simple to implement and easy to promote switching. 
